The GP workforce pipeline: increasing the flow and plugging the leaks

It was interesting to read about increasing the flow and plugging the leaks for the GP workforce pipeline. The initial stage of GP recruitment was stated to be during medical school but our experience of widening participation has made it start earlier. The Selecting for Excellence Final Report highlights the need for medical schools to support students from widening-participation backgrounds, the key role of doctors in widening participation, and how this can be supported. The School of Medicine at Keele University this year arranged for visits for 17 local college students from widening-participation backgrounds to spend a day in general practice. This was one of their five core days of the Steps2Medicine scheme arranged by the School of Medicine. All students on the scheme with suitable exam grades are given a guaranteed interview at Keele.

The students were given a list of 20 specific tasks to complete during ‘My day in general practice’. These included listening to heart and lung sounds, taking a pulse, and watching a procedure such as venepuncture or an intramuscular injection. Students were encouraged to spend time with a GP, practice nurse, and at reception. We asked students for verbal and written feedback, which was almost entirely incredibly positive. Comments included ‘Dr x is a huge role model’, ‘it (general practice) is an incredibly rewarding and diverse job’, ‘It’s really interesting and varied and has increased my interest in the possibility of going into the job’, and I loved the GP visit and it was an amazing experience which made me 100% sure that I want to go into medicine’. And what did the GPs who took part think? ‘Brilliant’, ‘truly inspiring’, and one GP commented that a student had said ‘this has been the best day of my life’! We believe that such student visits could form part of the solution to the workforce crisis by encouraging and inspiring local students from any background, not just widening-participation backgrounds, to enter a career in general practice. And we may well have also stumbled on a way of improving GP retention, by reminding GPs just how inspirational they are!
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Creatinine clearance versus eGFR

Perhaps someone high up in the NHS can enforce labs to report creatinine clearance or GP computer systems to calculate this routinely in all patients as the way forward. This can then integrate with prescribing systems to flag renal alerts.

Leaving it to individual clinicians, practices, CCGs, or federations will leave gaps, probably for those most at risk.

The technology exists and is simple, but needs the system to adopt it. Why does this not just happen?
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